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Highlights

1. Symmetric 14-armed βCD-cored star amphiphilic block copolymers 
βCD-(PBO-PGL)14 were obtained with tunable arm block lengths, high purity and 
low polydispersity;

2. Star copolymers βCD-(PBO-PGL)14 have similar self-assembly behavior compared 
to linear analogues (PGL-PBO-PGL);

3. Polymersomes made from βCD-(PBO-PGL)14 have different ion permeability 
behavior compared to linear analogues (PGL-PBO-PGL); 



Abstract

For polymersome-based nanoreactor purposes, we herein present the synthesis and 
characterization of well-defined star amphiphilic copolymers composed of a 
beta-cyclodextrin (βCD) core and seven poly(butylene oxide)-block-polyglycidol 
(PBO-PGL) arms per side (βCD-(PBO-PGL)14). The self-assembly behavior of 
14-armed βCD-(PBO-PGL)14 and PGL-PBO-PGL (linear analogues without the βCD 
segment) was investigated using scattering techniques for comparison. The 
morphologies, including vesicles and micelles, are governed by the 
hydrophobic-to-hydrophilic (weight) ratio, regardless of the polymer architecture 
(linear or star). Interestingly, despite notable differences in polymer conformation, the 
produced supramolecular structures were evidenced to be fairly similar on the 
structural point of view. We subsequently investigated the ion permeability of the 
membranes of the self-assemblies focusing on the impact of the presence of βCD. The 
results demonstrated that the βCD-containing vesicular membranes are less permeable 
to H+, compared with βCD-free vesicular membranes. The presence of βCD in planar 
membranes also influences the K+Cl- permeability to some extent. Thus, 
βCD-containing membranes can be considered as potential candidates in designing 
nano-containers towards applications where precise changes in environmental pH are 
required.

Keywords: self-assembly, polymersome, membrane permeability, amphiphilic 
copolymers, beta-cyclodextrin.
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1. Introduction

Polymersomes are vesicles where the aqueous inner compartment is surrounded by a 
polymeric membrane via the self-assembly of amphiphilic polymers, including block 
and grafted copolymer [1−3]. Practical advantages of polymersomes over liposomes 
(vesicles obtained from the self-assembly of lipids) lie in their higher stability, 
chemical versatility and tunability of membrane thickness [2,4]. Compared to other 
self-assemblies such as micelles, polymersomes can be loaded with both hydrophilic 
and hydrophobic molecules, making them attractive for a variety of biotechnological 
applications [5−7]. Indeed, the vesicular structure of polymersomes has led to 
outstanding developments in cell-mimicking and nanocatalysis thanks to the 
compartmentalization feature [8]. Entrapping catalysts such as enzyme in a 
polymersome offers protection to the biological material from external harmful 
environments. The compartmentalization also makes enzymatic reactions more 
effective, taking advantage of the confinement effect [9]. Therefore, amongst a variety 
of other applications, enzyme-loaded polymersomes are promising tools to study the 
reactions occurring in organism [10] and to substitute dysfunctional organelles when 
they are further functionalized [11]. 

In this framework, membrane permeability is crucial to make the assemblies 
functional. High-molar-mass constituents of polymersomes generally produce robust 
and stable compartments, and consequently increase the barrier against substrate 
diffusion [12−14]. To date, only a few polymersomes were found to be intrinsically 
permeable to serve as versatile platforms towards the design of nanoreactors [15,16]. 
Accordingly, various strategies have been proposed to tune such property. The 
permeability of polymersomes has been regulated by making them responsive to 
external stimuli [6], or by modifications via post-polymerization methods [17], for 
instance. Compared with the methods where tedious treatments are commonly 
required, the use of a bio-inspired strategy, by inserting membrane proteins, was 
suggested as a more versatile way to regulate the permeability of polymeric vesicles 
[18].

Synthetic nanochannels possessing good structural stability have been also suggested 
as an alternative to the expensive and fragile bio-originated membrane proteins that 
can be inserted into lipid bilayers [19]. Amphiphilic beta-cyclodextrin (βCD)-based 
nanochannels is one of the earliest approaches in this regard [20]. βCD has a rigid 
truncated cone structure with a hydrophobic cavity and 21 hydroxyl groups thus 
permitting functional modifications [21]. In previous investigations, βCD-based 
amphiphilic derivatives and star βCD-containing polymers have been developed to 
form artificial nanochannels inserted into planar lipid bilayers, thus permitting the 
diffusion of ions and the translocation of ssDNA chains [22−25]. Ravoo's research 



group for instance has developed a series of porous CD-based bilayered vesicles using 
amphiphilic cyclodextrin derivatives. α- or β-cyclodextrin was modified by aliphatic 
chains having 12 to 16 carbon atoms on its primary face and hydroxyethyl groups on 
the secondary face. The secondary face of the CD was then in contact with the 
aqueous media, while the aliphatic chains were oriented inward to form the bilayer. 
The thickness of the CD-based vesicles varied from 41.9 to 45.7 Å and the 
membranes varied from a fluid to a densely-packed state as the number of carbons on 
the aliphatic chains increased. The permeability of these vesicles was controlled by 
their thickness and melting temperature, while the cyclodextrins located at the surface 
of the vesicles provided a size-selective distinction [26,27]. Thin-film composites 
embedding cyclodextrin were also developed for nanofiltration membranes, and the 
cyclodextrins provided an increased permeability and selectivity to the materials 
[28,29]. 

Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge, embedding cyclodextrins in a polymer 
membrane to modulate its permeability and selectivity has never been attempted, 
neither for 3D vesicular nor for 2D planar membranes. Hence, the present work aimed 
to design polymeric membranes having cyclodextrins embedded in the hydrophobic 
segment via the self-assembly of amphiphilic βCD-cored star copolymers. The 
influence of βCD on the ion permeability and selectivity was investigated and 
systematically compared to assemblies produced using linear analogues. The 
membrane permeability to proton (H+), potassium (K+) and chloride (Cl-) has been 
evaluated because they are involved in the maintenance of cell homeostasis [30,31]. 

Accordingly, βCD-based star amphiphilic copolymers βCD-(PBO-PGL)14, composed 
of a βCD core and seven poly(butylene oxide)-block-polyglycidol arms on each side 
of the βCD (primary and secondary rim), have been firstly synthesized and 
characterized. Then, the self-assembly behavior has been studied and ultimately, 
polymersome permeability to H+ have been investigated via fluorescence 
spectrometry. In addition, planar membrane permeability to K+Cl- has been 
investigated using the black lipid membrane technique. We discuss the influence of 
the βCD cavity with regard to the permeability to these different ions. 

 

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

The βCD-based initiator, per(2-O-methyl-3,6-di-O-(3-hydroxypropyl))-βCD 
(βCD-(OH)14), was synthesized following a published procedure [25] (NMR spectra - 
Figure S1 of Supplementary Information). Ethoxyethyl glycidyl ether (EEGE) was 
prepared using a published method [32] (NMR spectra - Figure S2 of Supplementary 
Information). Other chemicals for polymerization are butylene oxide (BO, 99%, 



Sigma−Aldrich), DMF (anhydrous, 99.8%, Sigma−Aldrich), toluene (anhydrous, 
collected from the MB SPS COMPACT solvent purification system equipped in 
glovebox) and tBuP4 (0.8 M in n-hexane, Sigma−Aldrich). βCD-(OH)14 was 
intensively dried following a published procedure [25] and freshly used. BO, EEGE 
and DMF were dried over CaH2 (Sigma−Aldrich) twice and stored in glovebox before 
use. Toluene was used as received. tBuP4 was stored in glovebox before use and used 
as received. All the chemicals were charged into reaction container in the glovebox 
(MBRAUN) which is equipped with a gas purification system (molecular sieves and 
copper catalyst) and dry over argon atmosphere to ensure the moisture content (H2O) 
less than 0.5 ppm as monitored by an MB-MO-SE1 moisture probe. 

The chemicals for common uses including CHCl3 (VWR), decane (anhydrous, 
Sigma–Aldrich), diethyl ether (Et2O, VWR), methanol (MeOH, VWR), HCl (37%, 
Sigma−Aldrich), NaOH (Sigma−Aldrich), NaCl (VWR), NaHCO3 (VWR), Na2HPO4 
(Sigma−Aldrich), KCl (Sigma−Aldrich), KH2PO4 (Sigma−Aldrich), MgSO4 (VWR) 
and 8-hydroxypyrene-1,3,6-trisulfonic acid trisodium salt (HPTS, Sigma−Aldrich, 
99%) were properly stored and used as received.

Linear amphiphilic triblock copolymers, polyglycidol-block-poly(butylene oxide)- 
block-polyglycidol (PGL-PBO-PGL), used for comparison purpose, were synthesized 
following the same procedure as previously reported [33]. The characteristics of the 
linear copolymers were listed in Table S1 of the Supplementary Information File.

2.2. Synthesis and characterization of star copolymers

2.2.1 Synthesis of star copolymers

The 14-armed βCD-cored star copolymers, βCD-(PBOm-PGLn)14 with m and n being 
respectively the numbers of BO and GL units per arm, were synthesized following a 
published method [25] with adaptions. A typical procedure is described for the 
synthesis of βCD-(PBO24-PGL6)14: BO (0.1124 g, 1.70 mmol, 113 eq) and tBuP4 (0.8 
M in n-hexane; 52.5 μL, 0.042 mmol, 2.8 eq) were sequentially added into the 
solution of βCD-(OH)14 (30.66 mg, 0.015 mmol, 1 eq) in DMF (0.26 mL). The 
reaction mixture was stirred at 30 °C for 48 hours. Then, the solvent DMF and the 
unreacted monomer BO were removed via distillation on vacuum line. The residue 
was dissolved in toluene (1.2 mL) followed with the sequential additions of BO 
(0.3607 g, 5.00 mmol, 334 eq) and tBuP4 (0.8 M in n-hexane; 26.25 μL, 0.021 mmol, 
1.4 eq). The reaction mixture was stirred at 30 °C for 72 hours. Subsequently, EEGE 
(0.3052 g, 2.09 mmol, 139 eq) was charged into the reaction medium so that 
copolymerization was performed at 30 °C for 72 hours. Then, drops of DI H2O were 
added into the reaction medium. The mixture was concentrated, and the residue was 
dissolved in Et2O and washed with DI H2O. The organic solution was dried by 
MgSO4. After filtering out the solid, the filtrate was concentrated giving the 



copolymerization product. The obtained copolymerization product, with a 
composition of BO/EEGE/βCD = 431/139/1 (Mn = 53.4 kg mol-1; 732.7 mg, 0.014 
mmol), was dissolved in MeOH (8.6 mL). Then, into this solution, a HCl solution (2 
M in MeOH; 0.96 mL, 1.91 mmol) was added. The mixture was stirred at room 
temperature for 6 hours before adding NaHCO3 (0.48 g, 5.7 mmol) into the mixture. 
The resulting solid was filtered out and the collected filtrate was concentrated to give 
the crude product, which was further purified by dialysis against MeOH with a 
regenerated cellulose membrane (MWCO 10 kDa, Spectrum Laboratories, Inc.). The 
final purified product was obtained after removing the solvent.

2.2.2 Characterization of the star copolymers

1H NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker Ultra Shield 300 NMR spectrometer 
routinely (300 K) and analyzed with MestReNova 9.1.0 software using the residual 
proton signals of the deuterated solvents as the internal reference.

Size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) characterizations were performed in DMF or 
THF. In DMF, the measurements were carried on a Viscotek gel permeation 
chromatography system (TDA 305) equipped with one PSS-GRAM 30 Å column (8 
mm × 300 mm) and two PSS GRAM 1000 Å columns (8 mm × 300 mm) maintained 
at 60 °C. DMF (containing 1.0 g L−1 lithium bromide as an additive) was used as the 
mobile phase at a flow rate of 0.8 mL min−1. All polymers were injected at a 
concentration of 5 mg mL−1 after filtration through a 0.2 μm syringe filter. In THF, 
the measurements were carried out on three PL Gel Mixte C 5 μm columns (7.5 × 300 
mm) maintained at 40 °C, coupled with two modular detectors: a differential 
refractive index (RI) detector (Viscotek 3580) and a diode array UV detector 
(Shimadzu SPD20-AV). THF was used as the mobile phase at a flow rate of 1 mL 
min-1. All polymers were injected at a concentration of 5 mg mL-1 after filtration 
through a 0.45 μm syringe filter. In both cases, the OmniSEC 5.12 software was used 
for data acquisition and analysis. The number-average molar mass (MnSEC), 
weight-average molar mass (MwSEC) and polydispersity index (Ð = MwSEC/MnSEC) 
were determined with a calibration curve based on narrowly distributed poly(methyl 
methacrylate) (PMMA) standards (from Polymer Standard Services) using a RI 
detector.

2.3. Preparation and characterization of the self-assemblies

2.3.1 Preparation of the self-assemblies

The self-assemblies of star amphiphilic copolymers were obtained using the thin-film 
rehydration protocol. Typically, the polymer (5.0 mg) was firstly dissolved in MeOH 
(2.5 mL). Subsequently, MeOH was removed by rotavapor (40 °C, 5 mbar, 30 min) to 
get the polymer film on the inner wall of the sample vial. The polymer thin-film was 



then rehydrated using DI H2O (5.0 mL). After stirring for adequate time, the film 
sufficiently detached from the inner wall giving a suspension. The suspension was 
extruded through a 0.45 μm PTFE syringe filter repeatedly (5 times, in one direction). 

2.3.2 Characterizations of the self-assemblies

Dynamic light scattering (DLS) characterization was performed using a Zetasizer 
Nano ZS90 at 20 °C. The averaged intensity autocorrelation functions were evaluated 
using non-negative least-squares (NNLS) analysis implemented in the Zetasizer 
software to produce the intensity particle size distribution (PSD) curves. The 
hydrodynamic radius (RH) and polydispersity index (PDI) of particles were reported 
as the Z-average radius and corresponding PDI value given by the Zetasizer software 
(Cumulant analysis) based on 5 measurements. The straightforward Stokes-Einstein 
equation was used to compute the RH values.

Static light scattering (SLS) measurements were conducted on a Zetasizer Nano ZS90 
at 20 °C by measuring the light scattering monitored at a scattering angle (θ = 90°) as 
a function of the polymer concentration. The molecular weight of self-assembled 
nanoparticle (MwNPs) was estimated using the Debye plot. The aggregation number 
(Nagg) was further calculated using the Equation 1.

polymer

NPs

w
wagg

M
MN    (1)

where Mwpolymer is the molar mass of the copolymer.

Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) measurements were performed with the 
SWING beamline at SOLEIL synchrotron facility (Saint-Aubin, France). The 
wavelength was set to 1 Å and the sample-to-detector distance was 2 m, which 
provided scattering wavenumbers ranging from 0.004 to 0.5 Å−1. The samples were 
automatically injected into a through-flow capillary. For each sample, about 30 
two-dimensional scattering images were recorded on an Eiger 4 M Dectris detector 
with an exposure time of 1 s while pushing the sample to avoid radiation damage. The 
scattering intensities were converted into absolute units after subtracting the 
contribution of the solvent using the FOXTROT software package. The produced 
SAXS patterns were further analyzed using the SASfit software (Paul Scherrer 
Institute, Switzerland).

2.4. Permeability of polymersome membranes to H+

2.4.1. Preparation of HPTS-loaded polymersomes (HPTS-pos)

The HPTS-loaded polymersomes (named HPTS-pos) were also prepared by thin-film 
rehydration [34,35]. The polymer (10.0 mg) was dissolved in MeOH (4 mL). Then, 
MeOH was removed by rotavapor (5 mbar, 40 °C, 30 min) to get the thin polymer 



film sited on the inner wall of a glass vial. The film was subsequently rehydrated with 
HPTS solution (10.0 mL, 0.2 mg mL-1 in phosphate-buffered saline solution - PBS). 
The mixture was stirred at room temperature allowing the film to detach from the 
inner wall and to be suspended homogeneously. The rehydrated suspension was 
extruded through a 0.45 μm PTFE syringe filter repeatedly (10 times, in one direction) 
to remove dust and get a homogeneous suspension [36]. Afterwards, the extruded 
suspension was dialyzed against PBS with a regenerated cellulose membrane 
(MWCO 3.5 kDa, Spectrum Laboratories, Inc.). The dialysis reservoir (1 L, PBS) was 
changed as many times as needed to totally remove the unencapsulated HPTS probes. 
Lastly, the dialysis retention solution, namely the suspension solution of HPTS-pos, 
was collected and freshly used.

2.4.2. Permeability of polymersome membranes to H+

The investigation was conducted following a published protocol [34] with minor 
modifications. The HPTS-pos suspension (2.5 mL) was charged into a quartz cell (1 
cm2 × 4 cm). Then, fluorescence excitation spectrum of the solution was continuously 
recorded for 10 minutes at a time interval of 0.5 minutes. Subsequently, a drop of HCl 
solution (1 M, 10 μL) was added into the suspension. The excitation spectrum of the 
mixture was immediately recorded with the system being in a steady state (without 
stirring). The continuous recording was performed for 90 minutes at an interval of 0.5 
minutes. All the spectra were recorded on a Cary Eclipse fluorophotometer at room 
temperature, the emission wavelength being 509 nm and the ex-slit and em-slit both 
2.5 nm. The obtained spectra were analyzed using the OriginPro 8 software to extract 
a plot of intensity ratio (I455/I402) versus time, in which I455 and I402 were the excitation 
intensities at 455 nm and 402 nm, respectively. The intensity ratio plot was further 
interpreted into a plot of the interior pH of polymersomes (pHf) as a function of time, 
with the aid of a pH calibration curve, which was constructed under the same 
characterization conditions (Supplementary Information). As a control, the HPTS 
solution, having the same HPTS concentration as the one of HPTS-pos suspension, 
was used and studied with the same protocol. 

2.5. Permeability of planar polymeric membranes to K+Cl-

The measurements were performed at room temperature on a black lipid membrane 
set-up which was equipped with an amplifier (BLM Axopatch 200B-1). Firstly, planar 
membrane was painted on a 150-µm window of the PTFE separator of BLM base 
according to a published method [37]. Typically, polymer (5.0 mg) was dissolved in a 
mixture of CHCl3 (200 µL), decane (200 µL) and MeOH (100 µL) (polymer 
concentration of 10 mg mL-1). One-µL of the solution was deposited/painted on the 
surface of the 150-µm window and left for 1 hour at room temperature. The painting 
operation was repeated once more, and air-dried for one hour to form a “pre-layer” on 



the window. Subsequently, the pre-treated window was settled in the BLM base and 
the two chambers were filled with concentrated KCl solution (1 M). Lastly, a tiny 
amount of the polymer solution was introduced with a pipette, adjacent to the 
separator, to form the planar polymeric membrane covering the window. Then, 
current intensity was recorded as a function of time when a constant voltage was 
applied at both sides of the membrane, with Ag/AgCl electrodes inserted in each of 
the chambers. Signals were acquired at 100 kHz and filtered at 10 kHz. The amplifier 
was connected to a digitizer (Measured Computing Digitizer), and both were 
connected to a computer where the Labview software allows visualizing the results. 
All the data were analyzed using IGOR software. 

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Synthesis and structural characterization of star copolymers

The βCD derivative, per(2-O-methyl-3,6-di-O-(3-hydroxypropyl))-βCD 
(βCD-(OH)14), has been proven to possess 14 hydroxyl functions of equal initiation 
reactivity in anionic ring-opening polymerizations [23,38,39]. Thus, the βCD-(OH)14 

initiator was used to synthesize the βCD-cored star copolymers bearing 14 
poly(butylene oxide)-block-polyglycidol arms denoted as βCD-(PBOm-PGLn)14 with 
m and n being respectively the numbers of BO and GL units per arm.

The synthetic procedure was adapted from published procedures [25,40,41] and 
illustrated in Scheme 1.

Scheme 1. Synthetic route used in the preparation of βCD-(PBOm-PGLn)14 star 
copolymers.



This procedure includes a two-step homopolymerization of BO, a subsequent block 
copolymerization of EEGE and a final deprotection to reveal GL units. It is worth 
mentioning that the stepwise homopolymerization of BO is optional depending on the 
targeted length of PBO blocks. Indeed, when short PBO blocks (m < 10) are targeted, 
the first homopolymerization step is merely performed in DMF, whereas when long 
PBO blocks (m ≥ 10) are targeted, two homopolymerization steps are required and 
performed respectively in DMF then in toluene, as pointed out in the synthetic 
procedure (Scheme 1). The stepwise homopolymerization strategy was proposed to 
overcome the limitation of PBO length obtained in DMF, a solvent necessarily 
required to dissolve the initiator [39]. The details and results are given in the 
Supplementary Information File (Table S2).

Concerning the synthesis of βCD-(PBO24-PGL6)14, the first homopolymerization of 
BO was performed in DMF with the feeding ratio of [BO]1/[tBuP4]1/[βCD]0 = 
113/2.8/1. After 48 hours, BO conversion was calculated from the 1H NMR spectrum, 



as pBO1 = 0.86, based on the integrals of the epoxide proton and the methyl protons 
(Figure S4A, SI). It is important to note that the anomeric proton of the glucopyranose 
unit is hardly detected and cannot be accurately integrated, preventing the Mn 
determination by 1H NMR.

The second homopolymerization was then performed in toluene with the molar ratio 
of [BO]2/[tBuP4]2/[βCD]0 = 334/1.4/1, for 72 hours. At the end, nearly all BO 
monomer was consumed (pBO2 = 0.99) as checked by 1H NMR (Figure S4B, SI). It 
can be seen that the anomeric proton is undetectable, considering the high degree of 
polymerization (Xn) of PBO.

Subsequently, the copolymerization was conducted with the ratio of [EEGE]/[βCD]0 
= 139/1, for 48 hours. At the end, EEGE was totally consumed (pEEGE = 1), as also 
confirmed by 1H NMR (Figure S4C, SI), where the peaks attributed to the protons of 
PEEGE are only detected. At this point, the synthesis of PBO and PEEGE blocks is 
witnessed.

After quenching and removing tBuP4, the copolymerization product PBO-PEEGE was 
obtained (Figure S5A, SI). At last, the acetal groups of EEGE units were cleaved, 
giving the crude deprotection product (Figure S5B, SI), evidenced by the 
disappearance of the characteristic peaks of EEGE units.

The intermediate and the final crude products were also characterized by SEC, as 
displayed in Figure 1A. The product obtained at the end of the first 
homopolymerization of BO is firstly analyzed. The narrowly distributed peak, 
centered at 23.7 mL, refers to the star PBO with a molar mass around 8 kg mol-1 
determined using the PMMA standard (Table S3, SI). No specific peak could be 
attributed to free cyclodextrin initiator (Mn = 2044 g mol-1). However, a bump is 
hardly detected around 26.0−27.0 mL, attributed to the by-product resulting from the 
initiation by residual water entrapped in the βCD cavity [23,39], a linear PBO, 
denoted as HO-PBO-OH. 

Trace b portrays the product obtained at the end of the second homopolymerization of 
BO. The peak centered at 21.9 mL refers to star PBO, while a small peak around 24.1 
mL is attributed to linear by-product. Both peaks shift towards the lower elution 
volume part, compared with those in trace a, witnessing molar mass increases.

Trace c is the copolymerization product, resulting from the addition of PEEGE 
blocks, showing a further shift to 21.5 mL of the peak attributed to star PBO-PEEGE 
and a shift to 23.5 mL of the peak assigned to the linear by-product. The by-product 
consisted of linear PEEGE-PBO-PEEGE, deriving from HO-PBO-OH. 
Transfer-to-monomer and back-biting reactions in the ring-opening polymerization of 
EEGE have already been reported [44,45]. However, the characteristic peaks of allylic 



end groups around 6.6 ppm are not detected in the 1H NMR spectrum (Figure S4C, 
SI), witnessing for the very low occurrence of such reactions. 

Trace d displays the crude deprotection product, which was obtained by removing the 
acetal groups from PEEGE of both star copolymer and linear by-product in acidic 
conditions. Compared with the peaks in trace c, the two peaks here both shift to larger 
elution-volume side, to 21.7 mL and 23.7 mL respectively for the star PBO-PGL and 
the linear by-product, in accordance with the loss of protecting groups. 

The crude deprotection product was further purified, and the result is demonstrated in 
Figure 1B. It clearly shows that the linear impurities, mainly issued from water 
initiation as aforementioned, were almost removed without changing the molar mass 
of the star polymer.

Figure 1. SEC traces of the intermediate and final products for the synthesis of 
βCD-(PBO24-PGL6)14: (A) SEC-THF traces of the reaction media obtained at the end 
of (a) the first and (b) the second homopolymerization of BO, and traces of (c) 
copolymerization product (without tBuP4), and (d) crude deprotection product. 
Characterizations were performed in THF at 40 °C using a RI detector. (B) SEC-DMF 
traces of (a) crude and (b) purified deprotection product. Characterizations were 
performed in DMF at 60 °C using a RI detector.

To estimate the purity of the intermediate and final products, namely the fraction of 
star polymer in each product (f), SEC peak areas (recorded with a RI detector) were 
used in the following equation:

ls

s

AA
Af



 
  (2)

where As and Al are respectively the peak areas of star polymer and linear by-product, 
reported by the OmniSEC 5.12 software.

Accordingly, based on product purity (f), monomer feeding ratios 



([BO]1/[BO]2/[EEGE]/[βCD]0) and monomer conversions (pBO1, pBO2 and pEEGE), the 
theoretical formulae of the star polymers, including βCD-(PBOm1)14, βCD-(PBOm)14, 
βCD-(PBOm-PEEGEn)14 and βCD-(PBOm-PGLn)14 were estimated (Table S3, SI). The 
characterization results indicate that the final product, βCD-(PBO24-PGL6)14, has the 
desired length of PBO blocks with a low dispersity (Đ = 1.05) and a satisfactory 
purity (f = 0.98).

The same procedure was applied to prepare a set of star amphiphilic copolymers with 
systematic variations in the length of PBO block and the weight fraction of PGL block 
(wPGL). The copolymers were characterized by 1H NMR and SEC (Figure S10), and 
the results are listed in Table 1 according to the wPGL. It can be seen that each star 
polymer had a high purity (f) and a low dispersity (Đ), proving that the synthetic 
procedure is reproducible. 

Table 1. Characteristics of βCD-(PBOm-PGLn)14 according to the weight fraction of 
PGL blocks (wPGL).

Entry [BO0/[EEGE]0/
[βCD]0

a

pBO
b pEEGE

b f c Formulad wPGL
d Mntheo.

d

(kg mol-1)

MnSEC
e

(kg mol-1)

Ðe

1 640/186/1 0.98 1 0.97 βCD-(PBO30

-PGL4)14

0.11 35.8 35.3e’ 1.08e’

2 431/140/1 0.99 1 0.98 βCD-(PBO24

-PGL6)14

0.19 32.7 36.1 1.05

3 339/209/1 0.99 1 1 βCD-(PBO22

-PGL7)14

0.23 31.2 26.1 1.03

4 252/158/1 0.99 1 0.99 βCD-(PBO13

-PGL6)14

0.28 21.4 24.9 1.11

5 112/78/1 0.94 0.98 0.99 βCD-(PBO7-
PGL5)14

0.35 13.9 16.3 1.07

6 158/206/1  1 1 0.97 βCD-(PBO8-
PGL12)14

0.57 22.2 28.1 1.05

7 91/211/1 0.98 0.89 0.94 βCD-(PBO6-
PGL14)14

0.62 22.2 25.6 1.07

aThe feeding ratio of BO was the total ratio taking into account both homopolymerizations when 
two homopolymerizations were performed; bThe conversions of BO (pBO) and EEGE (pEEGE) were 
determined by 1H NMR. BO conversion (pBO) was the conversion at the end of the second 
homopolymerization when two homopolymerizations were performed; cThe fraction of star 
copolymer in product, i.e., the product purity (f) was estimated from SEC peak areas using 
Equation 2; dTheoretical formula of star copolymer was calculated based on monomer feeding 
ratios, monomer conversions (p) and the fraction of star copolymer (f). The weight fraction of 



PGL blocks (wPGL) was defined as the molar mass ratio of PGL blocks to star copolymer. 
Theoretical molar mass (Mntheo.) was derived from theoretical formula; e,e’SEC characterizations 
were performed ein DMF at 60 °C or e’in THF at 40 °C, and the results were determined with 
PMMA as the standard and using a RI detector. 

3.2. Self-assembly of star copolymers

The self-assemblies were obtained by the thin-film rehydration method [36,46], with a 
final concentration of 1 mg mL-1 in DI water. The thin film of βCD-(PBOm-PGLn)14 

deposited on the inner wall of a glass vial was rehydrated by DI water, producing 
suspensions of self-assemblies. 

Firstly, according to the visual appearance and the recorded DLS signals of the 
rehydrated suspensions before and after filtration, the set of star copolymers was 
classified into three groups. The first group embraces βCD-(PBO30-PGL4)14 and 
βCD-(PBO24-PGL6)14. Both suspensions were turbid and heterogeneous with many 
visible aggregates, which have irregular size and shape (by eye) and tended to 
precipitate. Both turbid suspensions turned clear (colorless and transparent) and 
undetectable by DLS (Figure S11A) after being extruded once through a 0.45 μm 
syringe filter. In such cases, the small length of PGL blocks and the very high content 
of PBO presumably limit the colloidal stability of the self-assemblies in water since 
van der Waals interactions are supposed to be dominating. The second group contains 
βCD-(PBO22-PGL7)14, βCD-(PBO13-PGL6)14 and βCD-(PBO7-PGL5)14: the obtained 
suspensions were white-bluish and homogeneous, without aggregates visible by naked 
eyes. The suspensions were also evidenced to be stable as a function of time. The 
samples remained white-bluish and homogeneous after 5 extrusions through a 0.45 
μm filter, and the particle size became more narrowly distributed after the extrusions 
(Figure S11B) benefitting from the thin film rehydration method [35,36]. The third 
group concerns βCD-(PBO8-PGL12)14 and βCD-(PBO6-PGL14)14: the prepared 
samples were colorless and transparent and both were stable, resulting from the large 
length of PGL blocks. The suspensions changed little after extrusions because the 
small sizes (Figure S11C).

The suspensions of the second and third groups were characterized by DLS and SLS 
to get information on the size and molecular weight of the self-assembled particles. 
Figure 2A displays the representative DLS characterization for self-assemblies 
produced from βCD-(PBO13-PGL6)14 and βCD-(PBO6-PGL14)14. These two star 
polymers are close in molar mass but significantly different in 
hydrophobic-to-hydrophilic ratio: wPGL is 0.28 for βCD-(PBO13-PGL6)14 and 0.62 for 
βCD-(PBO6-PGL14)14. It can be seen that the self-assembled particles present 



monomodal intensity particle size distribution curves with average RH of 90 nm and 6 
nm (Table 2). Along with the Nagg values, respectively 1400 and 8 (Table 2), it is 
suggested that the self-assemblies of βCD-(PBO13-PGL6)14 and βCD-(PBO6-PGL14)14 
are respectively vesicles and micelles. To ascertain this analysis, the self-assemblies 
were further characterized by SAXS. Figure 2B displays the SAXS patterns which 
respectively fit well into a bilayered vesicle and a core-shell form factor, undoubtedly 
and robustly confirming the presence of different morphologies as suggested by the 
light scattering analyses.

Figure 2. (A) Intensity particle size distribution curves, and (B) SAXS profiles (dots) 
with respective curve fittings (solid lines) of the self-assemblies of (a) 
βCD-(PBO6-PGL14)14 and (b) βCD-(PBO13-PGL6)14. SAXS profiles were fitted by 
using a core-shell (a) and a bilayered vesicle (b) form factor.

The vesicular morphology is suggested for βCD-(PBO13-PGL6)14 (trace b in Figure 
2B) by the good fitting into the bilayered vesicle form factor. The presence of the 
typical q−2 power law dependence of the intensity at the lower q-range supports this 
conclusion. The upward profile extends beyond the lowest q-region accessed (q = 
0.04 nm-1) indicating that even in such length scale (q = 2π/0.04 nm-1 ~ 157 nm) the 
structures are present in agreement with the DLS data (DH = 2RH = 180 nm). The 
characteristic oscillation located at q ~ 0.5-1.5 nm-1 is therefore associated to the 
vesicle membrane thickness. The fitting using the bilayered vesicle form factor 
implemented in the SASfit software included as adjustable parameters the radius of 
the inner compartment consisting of water (Rc), the thickness of the hydrophilic outer 
section of the bilayer in contact with water (th), the thickness of the hydrophobic inner 
segment of the bilayer (tt) containing PBO and CD and the respective electron 
densities of the solvent, outer and inner sections of the bilayer. The electron density of 
water (333 e−/nm3) was kept fixed during the fitting procedures and the determined 
adjustable parameters (particularly the thickness of the hydrophobic segment) are 
discussed hereafter. The SAXS profile reported for βCD-(PBO6-PGL14)14 (Trace a in 



Figure 2B) on the other hand is not compatible with the vesicular morphology and it 
suggests the formation of small spherical micelles due to the typical Guinier plateau 
of the intensity at low q-values, namely, q ≤ 0.4 nm-1. Accordingly, the pattern in such 
a case could be properly fitted only by using the form factor for core-shell structures 
having the radius of the core and thickness of the shell as adjustable parameters, along 
with the respective electron densities.

The structural features of the self-assemblies as determined by light scattering 
measurements as well as the morphologies concluded based on SAXS profiles and 
respective fitting curves are gathered in Table 2 according to wPGL value.

Table 2. Light scattering data for self-assemblies of βCD-(PBOm-PGLn)14 according 
to the weight fraction of PGL (wPGL).

aPolymer formula and wPGL are reported as theoretical values; bThe hydrodynamic radius (RH) and 
polydispersity indexes (PDI) are reported as the mean Z-average radius and PDI value based on 5 
measurements; cThe molecular weight of the self-assemblies (MwNPs) were determined using the 
Debye plot and the aggregation number (Nagg) was calculated using Equation 1; dBoth DLS and 
SLS were unsuitable to provide the relevant parameters in these cases as explained in the main 
text.

The results indicate that the self-assembled morphology of βCD-(PBO-PGL)14 is 
greatly dependent on wPGL, reasonably obeying the phase diagram for self-assembled 
amphiphilic block copolymers in aqueous solution [47]. More specifically, when wPGL 
≤ 0.19, the copolymers precipitated in water; when 0.23 ≤ wPGL ≤ 0.35, they 
self-assembled into polymersomes; and when wPGL ≥ 0.57, they formed spherical 
micelles. It is worth mentioning that these wPGL ranges fit with those of linear 
analogues (Scheme S1, SI), demonstrating the chemical similarity between 
βCD-(PBO-PGL)14 and PGL-PBO-PGL, and suggesting a low contribution of 

Entrya wPGL
a RH

b

(nm)

PDIb MwNPs
c

(kDa)

Naggc Morphology

βCD-(PBO30-PGL4)14 0.11

βCD-(PBO24-PGL6)14 0.19

--d Ill-aggregates

βCD-(PBO22-PGL7)14 0.23 111 0.10 4.11 × 104 1320

βCD-(PBO13-PGL6)14 0.28 90 0.10 2.96 × 104 1450

βCD-(PBO7-PGL5)14 0.35 84 0.16 5.40 × 104 3880

Polymersomes

βCD-(PBO8-PGL12)14 0.57 7.7 0.28 2.06 × 102 9.29

βCD-(PBO6-PGL14)14 0.62 5.6 0.24 1.61 × 102 7.27

Spherical 
micelles



copolymer architecture to the phase diagram when a cyclodextrin is used as central 
core of the star copolymer. 

The stretching state of PBO chains in the polymersomes is discussed based on the 
relationship between membrane thickness and Xn of PBO [48]. It is also noticed that 
the rigid βCD moiety contributes partly to the hydrophobic thickness, hence, the 
thickness attributed merely to PBO segment (tPBO) was calculated as the difference 
between tt and HCD, i.e., tPBO = tt - HCD, with tt being the hydrophobic thickness 
derived from SAXS characterization (Table S6, SI) and HCD the βCD thickness taken 
as 0.78 nm [49] (Scheme S2, SI). 

Figure 3 displays the log-log plot of tPBO versus Xn of PBO, producing a slope equal 
to 0.72 (blue dashed line). The membrane thickness of polymersomes made from 
PGL-PBO-PGL triblock copolymers (tPBO = tt, Table S6, SI) was also plotted as a 
function of Xn of PBO revealing a slope of 0.64 (red solid line) consistent with 
reported results [1,48,50]. The values reflect the conformation of the chains. The 
upper limit of 1.0 would suggest completely stretched chains, whereas 0.5 would 
reflect non-perturbed state of the chains (Gaussian like) in the membrane. The values 
are close to 2/3 in agreement with the classical strong segregation theory and they 
suggest that PBO chains are to some extent slightly more stretched in the produced 
membranes using the star copolymers. Presumably, the βCD-cored architecture 
induces a lateral crowding environment and respectively, the stretching of the PBO 
segment [51]. Nevertheless, overall the star copolymers (blue dots) are scattered aside 
the master curve of the linear copolymers (red line) thus suggesting that the 
conformation and stretching state of PBO segments are reasonably similar. These data 
along with the aforementioned chemical features permit to investigate the influence of 
the βCD cavity on the permeability of the membranes made using βCD-(PBO-PGL)14 
as compared with the behavior of linear triblock copolymer counterparts. 



Figure 3. Master curves plotting the thickness of PBO segment (tPBO) as a function of 
the degree of polymerization of PBO (Xn of PBO), in the contexts of the 
polymersomes made using βCD-(PBO-PGL)14 (blue) and PGL-PBO-PGL (red). The 
values are the slope and coefficient of determination (R2) of respective fitting curves.

3.3. Polymersome permeability to H+

The investigation on the polymersome permeability to H+ was performed by adding 
HCl outside the polymersomes and monitoring the changes in the inner pH of the 
vesicles induced by proton diffusion. To this end, the fluorescent probe 
8-hydroxypyrene-1,3,6-trisulfonic acid trisodium salt (HPTS) was used to determine 
the inner pH of polymersomes (pHf) because the probe is water-soluble and 
membrane impermeable, and the ratiometric assay provides good accuracy to the pH 
measurement [34,52]. In the present work, HPTS was loaded exclusively inside 
polymersomes by rehydrating polymer thin film with HPTS solution followed with 
extensive dialysis, producing the HPTS-loaded vesicles (HPTS-pos). The fluorescent 
polymersomes (HPTS-pos) were then applied to study the membrane permeability to 
H+. 



Figure 4 provides the plots of pHf as a function of time. Each panel displays the 
reduction in polymersome inner pH in the HPTS-pos sample (red filled symbol) and 
of the pH value in a HPTS solution (control experiment, black open symbol). All the 
curves provide a similar decaying trend nevertheless, in HPTS solutions (black open 
symbols) pHf decays gradually and stops decreasing after roughly 10 minutes of HCl 
addition, while it takes more time for pHf to reach the plateau in HPTS-pos solutions 
(red filled symbols). pHf decays slower in the presence of polymersomes, implying 
polymersome membrane retards proton influx to some extent. In this regard, the 
thickness, copolymer architecture and the presence of βCD may influence proton 
diffusion. To investigate this issue, the experimental profiles were analyzed 
quantitatively.

Figure 4. Stacked pHf decaying plots, in HPTS-pos solutions (red filled symbols) of 
(a) PGL25-PBO80-PGL25, (b) PGL21-PBO84-PGL21, (c) PGL18-PBO62-PGL18, (d) 
PGL6-PBO40-PGL6, and (e) βCD-(PBO13-PGL6)14, as well as in respective HPTS 
solutions (black open symbols).



The decay time parameter (τ) was obtained by fitting the pHf decaying curve into the 
exponential decay function (Equation 3) [53]:

0f
)/(

f pHAepH t      (3) 

where pHf is the pH value derived from fluorospectrometry, either the inner pH of the 
polymersomes in HPTS-pos solution or the pH value of HPTS solution, and t is time, 
both are experimental values. A, τ and pHf0 are the fitting parameters. The fitting 
results were gathered in Table 3 according to the hydrophobic thickness of the 
polymersomes (tt). 

Table 3. Fitting parameters of the pHf decaying plots of different polymersomes, 
according to the thickness of the hydrophobic layer (tt)a.

HPTS solution HPTS-pos solutionEntry Polymer tt
a

(nm) τblank

(min)

R2 τpos

(min)

R2

Δ τb

(min)

a PGL25-PBO80-PGL25 7.3 3.65 0.9541 6.51 0.9755 2.87

b PGL21-PBO84-PGL21 6.8 2.37 0.9122 5.07 0.9381 2.70

c PGL18-PBO62-PGL18 6.1 3.23 0.9676 5.29 0.9798 2.06

d PGL6-PBO40-PGL6 4.3 2.38 0.9535 2.99 0.9244 0.61

e βCD-(PBO13-PGL6)14 4.4 3.14 0.9399 5.21 0.9837 2.07

athickness of the hydrophobic layer of the polymersomes (tt) as determined by SAXS; btime-lag (Δτ) as 

the decay time difference between HPTS-pos and HPTS (Δτ = τpos - τblank).

In each pair of HPTS-pos and HPTS reference solutions, the τ value of HPTS-pos 
suspension (τpos) is larger than the one of HPTS solution (τblank). Accordingly, the 
difference, i.e. Δτ = τpos - τblank, indicates the time-lag issued from the presence of 
polymersome membrane. One might notice that τblank slightly varies from one 
experiment to another. This is possibly due to the varied HPTS concentrations (Table 
S7) and/or experimental temperature (experiments were conducted at room 
temperature). The potential influence of HPTS concentration was minimized by 
performing the respective control experiment with a HPTS solution having the same 
HPTS concentration as that in the HPTS-pos suspension (Table S7). One experiment 
lasted about 2 hours, thus the experiment with HPTS-pos suspension and its control 
experiment were performed sequentially so as to minimize the potential influence of 
temperature. In this way, the time lag (Δτ), correspondingly the membrane 



permeability, is thought to mainly depend on the characteristics of polymersomes, 
such as the hydrophobic thickness [34,54] and the chemical composition [55].

The influence of hydrophobic thickness was assayed by comparing the results from 
the polymersome made using linear amphiphilic copolymers. The data indicates that 
Δτ decreased by reducing tt (Table 3, Entries a−d). In other words, proton diffused 
faster through thinner PGL-PBO-PGL membranes. This result agrees with the 
reported results concerning the OH- permeability of poly(ethylene 
oxide)-block-polybutadiene (PEO-PBD) membranes [34]. 

The influence of the presence of βCD was probed by the proton permeability of the 
vesicles made from βCD-(PBO13-PGL6)14. The pHf decaying plots of 
βCD-(PBO13-PGL6)14 polymersomes and HPTS solutions (Figure 4e) have the same 
trends as those of PGL-PBO-PGL (Figure 4a−d). Compared to PGL6-PBO40-PGL6, 
βCD-(PBO13-PGL6)14 counterparts have a comparable hydrophobic thickness but 
larger Δτ was monitored. This result is unexpected to some extent since βCD and its 
derivatives have been reported to increase the permeability of various types of 
membranes to various permeants thanks to its rigid hollow structure [22−25,27−29]. 
Moreover, the PBO chains in the polymersome membrane made from βCD-cored star 
copolymers were slightly more stretched than those in the membranes produced from 
linear copolymers. Although the volume occupied by the cyclodextrins in the 
hydrophobic part of the βCD-(PBO13-PGL6)14 membrane is small (~1% v/v), the 
formation of a thin layer of βCD acting as a proton trap, the introduction of 
complexity in the hydrophobic segment, the attenuation of the ionic conductivity of 
the material and/or more specific events that have to be investigated to explain the 
slower proton diffusion. However, these hypotheses remain to be confirmed. 
Additionally, the exact inner structure of the hydrophobic layer has to be elucidated in 
order to be correlated with such hypotheses.

3.4. Planar polymer membrane permeability to K+Cl-  

The effect of the βCD cavity on the permeability of polymeric membranes to K+Cl- 
was further probed using the black lipid membrane (BLM) technique. To this end, the 
planar polymeric membrane of linear or star copolymers was painted in a 150-μm 
window separating two chambers, which were filled with a 1 M KCl solution. Figures 
5 and 6 display representative plots of current intensity as a function of time which 
were recorded under constant voltage, for linear and star copolymer membranes 
respectively. 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/chemistry/ionic-conductivity


 

Figure 5. Representative current intensity plots as a function of time (zoom of 3 
minutes of an experiment run during 30 minutes) with applied voltage of (A) -100 mV 
and (B) +200 mV, for PGL8-PBO42-PGL8 membrane. The experiments were repeated 
four times.

Figure 5A and B portray the typical records of current intensity versus time obtained 
with planar PGL8-PBO42-PGL8 membrane when -100 mV and +200 mV tension are 
applied, respectively. The recorded intensity versus time is constant up to 30 minutes, 
at a value close to 0 pA, when the applied voltage was set to -100 mV or +200 mV on 
the same membrane. These results, indeed highly reproducible (at least 4 membranes 
tested), strongly support that the PGL8-PBO42-PGL8 membrane is insulating, 
impermeable to K+Cl-. It has to be noticed that PGL8-PBO42-PGL8 membranes are 
more stable than lipid membranes, which tend to collapse at voltages higher than 
+/-100 mV [2,56,57]. Three other linear copolymers were tested (PGL8-PBO59-PBO8, 
PGL10-PBO49-PGL10 and PGL9-PBO33-PGL9) with the voltage of -100 mV and +200 
mV. In each case, the electrical trace showed an intensity versus time equal to 0 pA, 
typical results for impermeable membranes. 

A B



Figure 6. Representative current intensity plots as a function of time (zoom of 3 
minutes of an experiment run during one hour) with applied voltage of +200 mV, for 
βCD-(PBO13-PGL6)14 membrane (A,B,C) and (D) the corresponding occurrence 
histogram of (C), based on 12 experiments.

Figure 6 displays a typical set of BLM results obtained for βCD-(PBO13-PGL6)14 
membranes. Figure 6A shows a recorded intensity versus time constant after one hour, 
at a value close to 0 pA, when the applied voltage was set to +200 mV. These results 
strongly support that the membrane acts as an insulator and is impermeable to K+Cl-. 
Six membranes out of 12 attempts had an insulating behavior for K+ and Cl- (Figure 
6A). However, considering 6 other attempts, porosity could be observed and two 
typical behaviors could be evidenced. Figure 6B displays typical records of intensity 
as a function of time observed for 4 different membranes. The positive value of the 
intensity when a positive voltage is applied suggests the formation of a stable porous 
membrane: ion transfer through the membrane was obtained from the beginning of the 
record (the intensity gets negative when a negative tension is applied, on the same 
membrane). The last two attempts (Figure 6C) provided intensity versus time records 
with discrete current jumps. One can notice that the obtained current jumps are in the 
same range as those reported in the literature where βCD-cored star copolymers were 
inserted in lipid bilayers [24,25]. The histogram of occurrence of the events (Figure 
6D), resulting from the analysis of the electrical traces, shows the tendency of ion 
transfer through well-defined structures, the difference between the currents being 
reproducible. Since no event could be evidenced for CD-free triblock PGL-PBO-PGL, 
the presence of βCD cavity in βCD-(PBO13-PGL6)14-based membrane has an 
influence on the polymer membrane permeabilization and could induce porosity on 
the planar membrane made from βCD-cored star copolymers. The mechanism that 
permits the permeabilization of βCD-(PBO13-PGL6)14 membrane cannot be 
deciphered from the BLM measurements. A random permeabilization of the 
βCD-(PBO13-PGL6)14 membrane is observed for the set of investigated membranes 
and more work will be devoted to strengthen the control of βCD-(PBO13-PGL6)14 

membrane permeation to K+ and Cl- ions. 

C D



Conclusions

The present work aimed to optimize and synthesize a library of 14-armed star block 
copolymers comprising hydrophobic (PBO) and hydrophilic (PGL) segments, and to 
assess the self-assembly behavior and the ion permeability. In a wider scope, we are 
targeting the preparation manufacturing of polymeric vesicles containing functional 
nanochannels. Hydrophilic-to-hydrophobic weight ratio must be precisely tuned to 
reach the desired morphology (hollow spheres). We presently succeeded to produce a 
variety of βCD-cored star amphiphilic copolymers (βCD-(PBO-PGL)14) having low 
polydispersity, high purity and tailor-made block lengths. The self-assembly behavior 
was subsequently studied and we were able to engineer well-defined polymeric 
vesicles as confirmed by light scattering and SAXS measurements. Interestingly, 
despite the tiny differences observed regarding the conformation and stretching state 
of PBO segments, the βCD-(PBO-PGL)14 self-assembly behavior in aqueous solution 
is close to the one of the linear analogues PGL-PBO-PGL. The βCD-containing 
vesicles were evidenced to be less permeable to protons compared to the linear 
counterparts. Linear block copolymer planar membranes were impermeable to K+ and 
Cl-, while the ones produced from βCD-(PBO-PGL)14 were not. Accordingly, these 
data evidence that the presence of βCD in the structure of the assemblies influences 
the permeability of polymeric membranes to some extent. Truly, although behaving 
slightly different in the kinetic point of view, we demonstrated that both types of 
polymeric vesicles (either containing or not -CD) are intrinsically permeable to 
protons and can therefore be thought as potential candidates for instance in the 
designing of nano-factories towards applications where precise changes in 
environmental pH are required. As a vision of future work, we are making efforts to 
tune polymer membrane permeability by adjusting the composition of the 
membrane-forming polymers. Additionally, there are investigations underway where 
the passive exchange of small molecules of different sizes and chemical nature is 
being investigated.
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1. βCD-based initiator

The initiator, per(2-O-methyl-3,6-di-O-(3-hydroxypropyl))-βCD (βCD-(OH)14) used 
in this work, was synthesized following a published procedure [1]. Its structure was 
confirmed by 1H, 13C and COSY spectra, as shown in Figure S1.

Figure S1. Representative (A) 1H, (B) 13C and (C) COSY NMR spectra of 
per(2-O-methyl-3,6-di-O-(3-hydroxypropyl))-βCD (βCD-(OH)14), recorded in 
DMSO-d6 at 300 K.



2. Ethoxyethyl glycidyl ether (EEGE) 

EEGE was prepared according to a published method [2]. Its structure was confirmed 
by 1H, 13C and COSY spectra, as shown in Figure S2. 

Figure S2. Representative (A) 1H, (B) 13C and (C) COSY NMR spectra of 
ethoxyethyl glycidyl ether (EEGE), recorded in CDCl3, at 300 K.



3. Polyglycidol-block-poly(butylene oxide)-block-polyglycidol (PGL-PBO-PL)

The linear analogues were synthesized following the same procedure as previously 
reported [3]. The characteristics of the linear copolymers used for systematic study of 
self-assembly behavior as well as the characteristics of respective self-assemblies are 
listed in Table S1. 

Table S1. Characteristics of PGL-PBO-PGL and respective self-assemblies according 
to the weight fraction of PGL (wPGL).

Polymera wPGL
a MnSEC

b

(kg mol-1)

Đb RH
c

(nm)

PDIc MwNPs
d

(kDa)

Naggd Morphology

PGL7-PBO84-PGL7 0.14 8.3 1.08

PGL10-PBO81-PGL10 0.19 10.6 1.03

PGL11-PBO85-PGL11 0.21 8.6 1.07

--e Ill-aggregates

PGL12-PBO84-PGL12 0.22 8.7 1.10 124 0.12 9.71 × 104 12100

PGL6-PBO40-PGL6 0.23 5.4 1.07 109 0.10 6.17 × 104 15800

PGL21-PBO84-PGL21 0.33 10.1 1.09 111 0.18 7.64 × 104 8300

PGL6-PBO20-PGL6 0.35 3.6 1.09 87.8 0.21 1.61 × 105 67200

PGL18-PBO62-PGL18 0.37 10.1 1.05 133 0.20 3.76 × 104 5150

PGL25-PBO80-PGL25 0.39 9.2 1.19 89.7 0.08 8.30 × 104 8640

PGL20-PBO59-PGL20 0.40 9.9 1.05 79.5 0.10 6.48 × 104 8760

Polymersomes

PGL16-PBO41-PGL16 0.43 7.6 1.08 83.3 0.21 3.07 × 104 4040
Cylindrical 
Micelles

PGL7-PBO14-PGL7 0.46 3.1 1.12 11.3 0.19 7.58 × 102 361

PGL10-PBO21-PGL10 0.47 4.9 1.09 20.5 0.21 4.60 × 103 933

PGL22-PBO13-PGL22 0.75 5.9 1.14 13.4 0.21 6.68 × 102 155

Spherical 
Micelles

aThe formula and wPGL of polymers are reported as theoretical values; bMolar mass (MnSEC) and 
polydispersity index of polymer (Đ) are reported as the SEC characterization results, with PMMA as 
the standard and using a RI detector; cHydrodynamic radius (RH) and polydispersity index (PDI) of 
self-assemblies were determined by DLS and reported as mean values of 5 measurements; dMolecular 
weight (MwNPs) and number of aggregation (Nagg) were determined by SLS using the Debye plot; 
eMorphology was assigned based on DLS, SLS, SAXS and TEM characterization with details referring 
to our previous work [3]; eNo data because the undefined aggregates were unsuitable for DLS and SLS 
measurements.



4. pH calibration curve for determination of vesicular interior pH value

The pH calibration curve was constructed following a published protocol [4]. 
Typically, a set of phosphate buffering (PB) solutions of varied pH values was 
prepared, by adjusting the pH value of NaH2PO4 solution (25 mM) with NaOH 
solution (1 M) or 0.5 M H3PO4 solution (0.5 M) to the desired pH. Then, a set of 
working solutions of HPTS was prepared by diluting a stock solution (1.0 mg mL-1 in 
H2O) to the concentration of 1.0 μg mL-1 with PB. The pH values of working 
solutions were measured using a pH meter. Subsequently, the fluorescence excitation 
spectra of the working solutions were recorded on a Cary Eclipse fluorophotometer at 
room temperature., with λem 509 nm and both ex-slit and em slit 2.5 nm. For each 
working solution, the spectrum was recorded 5 times. At last, the intensity ratios of 
I455/I402 and pH values were fitted into the Henderson−Hasselbalch relation (Equation 
1) to construct the pH calibration curve [4,5]. 
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wherein r is the intensity ratio of I455/I402, pH is the pH value measured by electronic 
pH meter and the constants A1, A2, A3, and A4 are fitting parameters. 

The representative calibration curve is portrayed in Figure S3, producing comparable 
fitting parameters to the reported values [4].

Figure S3. Representative pH calibration curve with HPTS concentration of 1.0 μg 
mL-1 (inset shows fitting results).



5. Limitation of PBO length obtained in DMF

βCD-based star PBOs bearing short PBO arms - βCD-(PBOm)14 (m = 6, 7, 8) were 
successfully synthesized in DMF, according to our previous work [1]. However, 
longer PBO arms (e.g., m = 24) were not obtained under the same conditions as 
displayed in Table S2. The results indicate that the value of m is limited to 16 ± 3 
(average ± StDev of mtheo. of the 5 entries listed in Table S2) when 
homopolymerization was performed in DMF.

Table S2. Characteristics of βCD-(PBOm)14 synthesized in DMF.

Entry [BO]0/[tBuP4]0/
[βCD]0

a

T

(°C)

pb fc mtheo.
d Mntheo.

d

(kg mol-1)

MnSEC
e

(kg mol-1)

Ðe

1 339/2.8/1 25 0.76 0.99 18.2 20.4 15.6 1.03

2 588/2.8/1 25 0.38 0.97 15.5 17.6 12.4 1.03

3 604/2.8/1 30 0.30 0.96 12.4 16.4 8.8 1.04

4 613/2.8/1 30 0.49 0.85 18.2 20.4 17.7 1.04

5 589/7.0/1 30 0.44 0.79 14.6 16.8 5.8e’ 1.05e’

aVarious feeding ratios with constant initial monomer concentration as [BO]0 = 3 M in DMF; bBO 
conversion (p) was determined by 1H NMR; cThe fraction of the star PBO (f) in product was 
estimated based on peak areas in SEC trace; dTheoretical value of m (mtheo.) was calculated based 
on monomer feeding ratio, monomer conversion and product purity. Theoretical molar mass 
(Mntheo.) was determined based on mtheo.; e,e’SEC characterizations were performed ein DMF at 
60 °C or e’in THF at 40 °C. The characterization results were determined with PMMA as the 
standard using a RI detector.

6. 1H NMR and SEC characterizations of βCD-(PBO24-PGL6)14 

The reaction media obtained at the end of the two homopolymerizations and the 
copolymerization, for the synthesis of βCD-(PBO24-PGL6)14, were characterized by 
1H NMR (Figure S4), providing the monomer conversions. The copolymerization 
product (after removing tBuP4) and the crude deprotection product were characterized 
by 1H NMR (Figure S5), proving that the deprotection was effective. In parallel, these 
intermediate and final products were characterized by SEC (Figure 1 in main text). 
Table S3 gathers the characteristics of the star polymer in each product.





Figure S4. 1H NMR spectra of the reaction media obtained in the synthetic procedure 
for βCD-(PBO24-PGL6)14: at the end of (A) the first homopolymerization, (B) the 
second homopolymerization, and (C) the copolymerization. HCD stands for the 
protons in the βCD-based initiator, including protons 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7. *Residual 
toluene in the initiator (spectrum A) originated from the drying pre-treatments. All 
spectra were recorded in CDCl3 at 300 K.

Figure S5. 1H NMR spectra of (A) the copolymerization product (without tBuP4) and 
(B) the crude deprotection product obtained in the synthetic procedure for 
βCD-(PBO24-PGL6)14. HCD stands for the protons in the βCD-based initiator, 
including protons 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7. Spectrum A was recorded in CDCl3-d1, B in 
MeOD-d4, both at 300 K.



Table S3. Characteristics of star polymers in the intermediate and final products in 
the synthetic route for βCD-(PBO24-PGL6)14.

Polymer pBO
a pEEGE

a fb mtheo.
c ntheo.

c Mntheo.
c

(kg mol-1)

MnSEC
d

(kg mol-1)

Ðd

βCD-(PBOm1)14 0.86 -- 0.96 6.7 -- 8.8 7.6 1.07

βCD-(PBOm)14 0.99 -- 0.80 24.4 -- 26.6 28.8 1.08

βCD-(PBOm-PEEGEn)14 0.99 1 0.72 24.4 5.9 38.6 40.1 1.06

βCD-(PBOm-PGLn)14 
(crude)

-- -- 0.84 24.4 5.9 32.7 35.5d’ 1.05d

’

βCD-(PBOm-PGLn)14 
(purified)

-- -- 0.98 24.4 5.9 32.7 36.1d’ 1.05d

’

aMonomer conversions of BO (pBO) and EEGE (pEEGE) were calculated from 1H NMR spectra; 
bThe fraction of star polymer in each product (f) was estimated based on the peak areas in SEC 
trace; cTheoretical Xn values of PBO and PEEGE/PGL blocks per arm (mtheo. and ntheo., 
respectively) were estimated based on monomer feeding ratios, the values of p and f. Theoretical 
molar mass (Mntheo.) was derived from the theoretical formula. d,d’SEC characterizations were 
performed din THF at 40 °C or d’in DMF at 60 °C, and results were determined with PMMA as the 
standard and using a RI detector.

7. The feasibility of the synthetic procedure of βCD-(PBOm-PGLn)14

The synthetic procedures as well as the characterization results of two other star 
copolymers, βCD-(PBO13-PGL6)14 and βCD-(PBO6-PGL14)14, respectively having 
medium and short PBO blocks were briefly introduced as below. 

βCD-(PBO13-PGL6)14 was prepared following the procedure illustrated in Scheme 1 
in the main text, via a two-step homopolymerization, a sequential block 
copolymerization and a deprotection step. The intermediates and the crude product 
were characterized by 1H NMR (Figure S6) and SEC (Figure S7A). The crude product 
was further purified via dialysis (RC membrane with MWCO 10k Da, against MeOH) 
and obtained after concentration. The quantity of the final product was confirmed by 
SEC (Figure S7B). 



Figure S6. 1H NMR spectra of (A) the reaction media obtained in the first 
homopolymerization (a), the second homopolymerization (b) and the sequential 
copolymerization (c), and (B) the polymers before (a) and after (b) deprotection in the 
synthetic process of βCD-(PBO13-PGL6)14, recorded at 300 K, in CDCl3 or MeOD 
according to the assignments. HCD are the protons in βCD-based initiator, including 
protons 2,3,4,5,6,7.



Figure S7. SEC traces of (A) the intermediates and crude deprotection product in the 
synthetic process of βCD-(PBO13-PGL6)14, and (B) the deprotection products before 
and after purification. Characterizations were performed in DMF and recorded with a 
RI detector.

Derived from the characterization data, the characteristics of the star polymer in each 
intermediate and product were determined and listed in Table S4. The results indicate 
that the reactions were defined as the polydispersity indexes (Ð) were close to 1.1 and 
the molar masses characterized by SEC (MnSEC) were in consistent with the 
theoretical values (Mntheo.).

Table S4. Characteristics of star polymers in the intermediate and final products in 
the synthetic route for βCD-(PBO13-PGL6)14.

Polymer pBO
a pEEGE

a fb mtheo.
c ntheo.

c Mntheo.
c

(kg mol-1)

MnSEC
d

(kg mol-1)

Ðd

βCD-(PBOm1)14 0.78 -- 0.95 5.0 -- 7.1 5.3 1.11

βCD-(PBOm)14 0.99 -- 0.74 13.2 -- 15.3 14.4 1.07

βCD-(PBOm-PEEGEn)1

4

0.99 1 0.60 13.2 5.8 27.2 24.5 1.05

βCD-(PBOm-PGLn)14 
(crude)

-- -- 0.59 13.2 5.8 21.4 25.5 1.08

βCD-(PBOm-PGLn)14 
(purified)

-- -- 0.99 13.2 5.8 32.7 24.9 1.11

aMonomer conversions of BO (pBO) and EEGE (pEEGE) were calculated from 1H NMR spectra; 
bThe fraction of star polymer in each product (f) was estimated based on the peak areas in SEC 
trace; cTheoretical Xn values of PBO and PEEGE/PGL blocks per arm (mtheo. and ntheo., 
respectively) were estimated based on monomer feeding ratios, the values of p and f. Theoretical 
molar mass (Mntheo.) was derived from the theoretical formula. dSEC characterizations were 
performed in DMF at 60 °C and results were determined with PMMA as the standard and using a 
RI detector.



βCD-(PBO6-PGL14)14 was prepared following the synthetic route including a one-step 
homopolymerization, a sequential block copolymerization and a deprotection step. 
The intermediates and the crude product were characterized by 1H NMR (Figure S8) 
and SEC (Figure S9A) to track the reactions. At last, the crude product was purified 
via dialysis (RC membrane with MWCO 3.5k Da, against H2O) and collected after 
freeze-dryness. The quantity of the purified product was confirmed by SEC (Figure 
S9B). 



Figure S8. 1H NMR spectra of (A) the homopolymerization (a) and copolymerization 
(b) media, and (B) the polymers before (a) and after (b) deprotection in the synthetic 
process of βCD-(PBO6-PGL14)14, recorded at 300 K, in CDCl3 or D2O according to 
the assignments. HCD are the protons in βCD-based initiator, including protons 
2,3,4,5,6,7.

Figure S9. SEC traces of (A) the intermediates and crude deprotection product in the 
synthetic process of βCD-(PBO6-PGL14)14, and (B) the deprotection products before 
and after purification. Characterizations were performed in DMF and recorded with a 
RI detector.

Based on the characterization data, the characteristics of the star polymer in each 
intermediate and product were determined and listed in Table S5. The results show 
that the polydispersity indexes (Ð) were small (close to 1.1) and the molar masses 
characterized by SEC (MnSEC) were in consistent with the theoretical values (Mntheo.), 
indicating that the reactions were well defined.

Table S5. Characteristics of star polymers in the intermediate and final products in 
the synthetic route for βCD-(PBO6-PGL14)14.

Polymer pBO
a pEEGE

a fb mtheo.
c ntheo.

c Mntheo.
c

(kg mol-1)

MnSEC
d

(kg mol-1)

Ðd

βCD-(PBOm)14 0.98 -- 0.99 6.4 -- 8.5 8.3 1.03

βCD-(PBOm-PEEGEn)1

4

0.98 1 0.89 6.4 13.5 36.1 27.8 1.08

βCD-(PBOm-PGLn)14 
(crude)

-- -- 0.84 6.4 13.5 22.5 24.0 1.03

βCD-(PBOm-PGLn)14 
(purified)

-- -- 0.94 6.4 13.5 22.5 25.9 1.06

aMonomer conversions of BO (pBO) and EEGE (pEEGE) were calculated from 1H NMR spectra; 
bThe fraction of star polymer in each product (f) was estimated based on the peak areas in SEC 
trace; cTheoretical Xn values of PBO and PEEGE/PGL blocks per arm (mtheo. and ntheo., 



respectively) were estimated based on monomer feeding ratios, the values of p and f. Theoretical 
molar mass (Mntheo.) was derived from the theoretical formula. dSEC characterizations were 
performed in DMF at 60 °C and results were determined with PMMA as the standard and using a 
RI detector.

Additionally, the well-defined 1H NMR spectra and respective SEC traces of all 
βCD-cored star amphiphilic copolymers (Figure S10) demonstrate the proposed 
synthetic procedure is reproducible.

Figure S10. Stacked 1H NMR spectra of βCD-cored star amphiphilic copolymers 
after deprotection (left panel) and SEC traces of respective purified products (right 
panel). From top to bottom are Entries 1 to 7, same as those in Table 1 of the main 
text. 1H NMR spectra were recorded at 300 K in D2O or MeOD according to 
assignments. HCD are the protons in βCD-based initiator, including protons 
2,3,4,5,6,7. SEC characterizations were performed in THF (Entry 1) or DMF (Entries 
2-7) and recorded with a RI detector. *Tol. is the signal of the inner standard toluene 
as reference in SEC characterization.

8. Self-assembly behavior of βCD-(PBO-PGL)14 compared to PGL-PBO-PGL

The self-assemblies were prepared via thin film rehydration followed with 5 
extrusions through a 0.45 μm syringe filter. The first set of data was the observed data 
regarding to the appearance of the rehydrated suspensions before and after extrusions 
as well as the respective DLS data (Figure S11).



Figure S11. The particle size distribution curves of the rehydrated suspensions of (A) 
βCD-(PBO24-PGL6)14 before extrusions, and the curves of (B) βCD-(PBO13-PGL6)14 
and (C) βCD-(PBO6-PGL14)14 before and after extrusions. The ill-aggregates formed 
by βCD-(PBO24-PGL6)14 were removed after extrusions.

The self-assembly behavior of star copolymers (βCD-(PBO-PGL)14) in aqueous 
solution (1 mg mL-1 in H2O) was studied using DLS and SAXS techniques. The 
results, including DLS data (Figure 2A and Figure S12A) and SAXS data (Figure 2B 
and Figure S12B) indicate that the self-assembled morphology was highly decided by 
the weight fraction of PGL block (wPGL). 

Figure S12. (A) The particle size distribution curves of (a) βCD-(PBO22-PGL7)14, (b) 
βCD-(PBO7-PGL5)14 and (c) βCD-(PBO8-PGL12)14, and (B) SAXS profiles (dots) of 
the self-assemblies of (a) βCD-(PBO22-PGL7)14 and (b) βCD-(PBO7-PGL5)14 as well 
as respective fitting curves (solid lines) obtained by fitting using a vesicle form factor.

Based on the available data, the morphology evolution scheme was profiled (Scheme 
S1, bottom), which closely resembles that of linear analogues (Scheme S1, top; based 
on the data listed in Table S1).

Scheme S1. Morphology evolution with the weight fraction of PGL blocks (wPGL) of 
βCD-(PBO-PGL)14 (bottom) and PGL-PBO-PGL (top).



9. Thickness attributed to PBO segments (tPBO) in polymersome membranes

The thickness attributed to PBO segments (tPBO) in the polymersomes made from 
βCD-(PBO-PGL)14 were derived from small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) 
characterization, being tPBO = tt - HCD with tt the thickness of hydrophobic layer 
derived from SAXS and HCD the thickness of βCD (0.78 nm [6]) (Scheme S2 and 
Table S6). As a comparison, tPBO values of PGL-PBO-PGL polymersomes were also 
determined, being tPBO = tt (Scheme S2 and Table S6). For clarity, Scheme S2 
illustrates the bilayered structures concerning the polymersomes made from linear and 
star copolymers. 

Scheme S2. Graphical descriptions of the polymersomes made from PGL-PBO-PGL 
(left) and βCD-(PBO-PGL)14 (middle) as well as the βCD-(PBO-PGL)14 structure 
(right). Blue and yellow layers respectively describe PGL and PBO segments and the 
golden blocks indicate βCD. 

        

Table S6. Structural parameters of polymersomes derived from SAXS analyses, 
according to the Xn of PBO blocks.

Polymersomes tt
a

(nm)

tPBO
b

(nm)

th
a

(nm)

Rc
a

(nm)

Rt
a

(nm)

βCD-(PBO-PGL)14

βCD-(PBO7-PGL5)14 3.2 2.42 1.7 36.2 42.8

βCD-(PBO13-PGL6)14 4.4 3.62 2.3 49.9 59.0

βCD-(PBO22-PGL7)14 5.6 4.82 2.2 52.5 62.6

PGL-PBO-PGL



PGL6-PBO20-PGL6 2.9 2.9 1.8 52.5 59.0

PGL6-PBO40-PGL6 4.3 4.3 2.0 44.4 52.7

PGL20-PBO59-PGL20 5.7 5.7 2.7 54.8 66.0

PGL18-PBO62-PGL18 6.1 6.1 3.6 61.0 74.3

PGL25-PBO80-PGL25 7.3 7.3 2.8 42.8 55.6

PGL12-PBO84-PGL12 6.7 6.7 2.9 56.1 68.6

PGL21-PBO84-PGL21 6.8 6.8 3.6 51.9 65.9

att, th, Rc and Rt are the structural parameters illustrated in Scheme S2; btPBO = tt - HCD (for 
βCD-(PBO-PGL)14 polymersomes) or tt (for PGL-PBO-PGL polymersomes).

10. Permeability of polymersomes to H+

In the investigation, we found the pHf decaying plots of HPTS solutions of varied 
concentrations were different, although they were produced following the same 
protocol. To minimize the potential influence of HPTS concentration on the results, 
for each HPTS-pos, the respective control experiment was conducted, with the HPTS 
solution having the same HPTS concentration as that in the bulk HPTS-pos 
suspension. 

The HPTS concentration of bulk HPTS-pos solution was determined based on a 
calibration curve. Specially, five working HPTS solutions of varied concentrations, in 
a mixture of solvents of 0.3 mL PBS, 0.7 mL DI H2O and 2.0 mL MeOH, were 
prepared. The excitation spectrum of each working solution was recorded 5 times on a 
Cary Eclipse fluorophotometer at  room temperature with emission wavelength 
being 509 nm and ex-slit and em-slit both 5 nm. The average excitation intensity at 
402 nm (I402) was plotted against concentration producing the calibration curve. Then, 
0.3 mL HPTS-pos suspension solution was dissolved with a mixture of 0.7 mL DI 
H2O and 2.0 mL MeOH, and the excitation spectrum of the resulted solution was 
recorded 5 times under the same conditions as those applied for the construction of 
calibration curve. At last, by substituting I402 into the concentration calibration curve, 
the HPTS solution of the bulk HPTS-pos suspension solution was obtained, as listed 
in Table S7. 

Table S7. HPTS concentrations of bulk HPTS-pos suspensions and HPTS solutions 
in respective control experiments, according to the hydrophobic thickness of the 
polymersomes (tt)a.

HPTS concentration

(μg mL-1)

Entry Polymersome tt
a

(nm)

HPTS-pos suspension HPTS solution

a PGL25-PBO80-PGL25 7.3 0.82 0.82



b PGL21-PBO84-PGL21 6.8 1.05 1.05

c PGL18-PBO62-PGL18 6.1 2.34 2.34

d PGL6-PBO40-PGL6 4.3 0.82 0.82

e βCD-(PBO13-PGL6)14 4.4 1.31 1.31

aThe thickness of the hydrophobic layer of polymersomes (tt) was determined by SAXS. 
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